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R. Haag  
**Local Quantum Physics**  
Fields, Particles, Algebras  
Hardcover DM 98,— ISBN 3-540-61451-6  
Softcover DM 68,— ISBN 3-540-61049-9  
A comprehensive account of local quantum physics understood as the synthesis of quantum theory with the principle of locality. Centered on the algebraic approach, it describes both the physical concepts and the mathematical structures and their consequences. These include the emergence of the particle picture, general collision theory covering the cases of massless particles and infra-particles, the analysis of possible charge structures, and exchange symmetries including braid group statistics. Thermal states of an unbounded medium and local equilibrium are discussed in detail. This new edition contains numerous improvements and a new chapter concerning formalism and interpretation of quantum theory.

P. Busch, M. Grabowski, P.J. Lahti  
**Operational Quantum Physics**  
Lecture Notes in Physics. New Series m 31  
Hardcover DM 62,— ISBN 3-540-59358-6  
Operational Quantum Physics offers a systematic presentation of quantum mechanics which makes exhaustive use of the full probabilistic structure of this theory. Accordingly the notion of an observable as a positive operator valued (POV) measure is explained in great detail, and the ensuing quantum measurement theory is developed and applied both to a resolution of long-standing conceptual and interpretational puzzles in the foundations of quantum mechanics, and to an analysis of various recent fundamental experiments.

*From the reviews:*  
"This book is by no means the summum of the field of algebraic quantum field theory."  
*Mathematical Reviews*  
"Indeed, both the expert in the field and the novice will enjoy Haag's insightful exposition of the basic physics behind the abstract mathematics, and his unique way of making complicated mathematical theorems plausible without getting bogged down in tedious details."  
*Physics Today*
Communications in Mathematical Physics
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